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ABSTRACT
To understand the initiation of translation of 
picornavirus RNA, cell-free translation of the RNA of 
encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) was examined after 
hybridization of chemically synthesized cDNA fragments to 
different sites of the 5' untranslated region (S' UTR) of the 
viral RNA and after deletion of specific segments of the 5'
UTR by RNase H digestion. In addition, "translation 
competition" experiments, using RNA fragments derived from 
different parts of the 5' UTR, were performed. The results of 
these experiments are summarized as follows: (i) Binding of
cDNA fragments to sequences between the 5' terminus and 
nucleotide 338 caused no effect on translation of the viral 
RNA; (ii) binding of cDNA fragments to the sequence between 
nucleotides 420 and 449 caused a slight inhibition; (iii) 
binding of fragments to sites between nucleotides 450 and the 
initiator AUG codon (nucleotide 834) caused strong 
inhibition; (iv) deletion from the 5* terminus to nucleotide 
338 caused no effect on translation of the coding region of 
the RNA, whereas deletion from the 5' terminus to nucleotide 
450 or beyond totally abolished translation of the coding 
region; and (v) presence of a 5' fragment (from 5' terminus to 
approximate nucleotide 338) caused no effect on translation of 
EMCV RNA, but presence of either of two other fragments, one 
from approximately nucleotides 338 to 589, the second from 
approximately nucleotides 338 to 813, caused inhibition of
1
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translation. These results together indicate that the first 
part of the 5' UTR, at least to nucleotide 338, is not 
required for EMCV RNA translation but the sequence near, and 
possibly also sequences beyond nucleotide 450 are critical for 
translation of the viral RNA.
For the purpose of future more detailed analysis of the 
sequence elements that are important for translational 
initiation, cDNAs corresponding to the 5' UTR and a beginning 
portion of the viral protein coding region of the viral RNA 
were synthesized and cloned, and two sets of sequential 
deletion mutants were constructed from the cloned cDNA.
Results from an initial in vitro translation study of the 
synthetic mRNAs from some of these deletion clones are 
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Much is known about the translation of picornaviral RNAs, 
which for nearly three decades have been used as a model for 
studying eucaryotic protein synthesis. However, an important 
aspect of the viral protein synthesis process, the initiation 
of translation, is still unclear at present.
For most eucaryotic mRNAs, the ribosome scanning model 
has been accepted to explain the translational initiation 
process {1, 2). According to this model, a 40 S ribosomal 
subunit first binds to the 5* end of a messenger RNA and then 
migrates along the RNA chain until it encounters the first 
favorable AUG triplet, at which point translation begins. An 
essential feature of this scanning model is that the 40S 
subunit recognizes and binds only to the 5 1 end of the mRNA 
molecule before the start of the scanning process. The 5' 
cap structure, which is present in most eucaryotic mRNAs, is 
known to be involved in the ribosome-binding reaction ( for a 
review, see reference 3).
Unlike most eucaryotic mRNAs, picornaviral RNAs do not 
have a 5' nucleotide cap structure. Instead, they have a 
covalently linked protein (VPg) at their 5* ends (4). This 
genome-linked protein is not required for translation (5). 
Therefore, in the initiation of picornaviral RNA translation, 
it is possible that an alternate ribosome recognition and 
binding mechanism is involved. For example, the ribosome
3
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subunits may recognize and initially bind to an internal site 
of the viral RNA before the scanning process begins.
To investigate this possibility, encephalomyocarditis 
virus (EMCV) was chosen as a model system. EMCV RNA is a 
particularly active messenger in several cell-free protein- 
synthesizing system (6-8). In rabbit reticulocyte lysates, 
the viral RNA is completely and efficiently translated, and 
the translation products are accurately processed to form 
mature viral proteins (6-8, 9).
Recently, the complete nucleotide sequence of EMC virus 
was determined (9, 10; A. C. Palmenberg and G. M. Duke, 
personal communication). The RNA is 7,835 nucleotides long, 
and the translation initiated AUG codon is located at 
nucleotide 834 (10) . This codon is followed by an open 
reading frame of 6,876 nucleotides, which encodes the viral 
polyprotein. The initiator AUG is preceded by 10 other AUG 
triplets scattered throughout the 5* noncoding region. The 
present study was designed to investigate the mechanism by 
which ribosomes initiate translation at the particular AUG 
triplet in position 834. The following experiments have been 
performed:
(1) Complementary DNA (cDNA) fragments corresponding to 
different sites of the 5' untranslated region (5’UTR) of EMCV 
RNA were synthesized, the fragments were hybridized to the 
viral RNA, and the cDNA-RNA complexes were translated in the 
rabbit reticulocyte lysate system, and the messenger
activities of these hybrids were compared.
(2) EMCV RNA fragments containing different lengths of 
the 5* UTR but the entire coding sequence were prepared by 
ribonuclease H (RNase H) digestion of cDNA-RNA hybrids. The 
messenger activities of these fragments were examined.
(3) RNA fragments derived from different parts of the 5*
UTR were prepared, and the effects of these fragments on the 
translation of full-length EMCV RNA were examined.
In addition, for the purpose of further analysis of the 
5' UTR, cDNAs corresponding to this noncoding sequence and to 
a beginning portion of the coding region were synthesized and 
cloned, and from an isolated cDNA clone two sets of sequential 
deletion mutants were constructed. The cDNA clones and the 
deletion mutants will be useful for future work on the precise 
identification and characterization of sequence elements that 
are involved in initiation of translation of the viral RNA. 
Initial results from an in vitro translation study of the 




Picornaviruses, which are among the smallest(pico) RNA- 
containing viruses, are wide-spread in nature. Many diseases 
are known to be caused by these viruses. The family 
Picornaviridae comprises four subfamilial groups (genera): 
Cardiovirus, Enterovirus, Rhinovirus, and Aphthovirus. The 
cardioviruses include encephalomyocarditis (EMC) virus, Maus 
Elberfeld (ME) virus, Columbia SK virus, and mengovirus.
These are generally regarded as murine viruses, although their 
host range includes man, pigs, elephants, and squirrels. The 
enterovirus, so called because most inhabit the alimentary 
(enteric) tract, include the polioviruses, the 
coxsackieviruses, the echoviruses, human enteroviruses,etc. 
Human and bovine rhinoviruses belong to the rhinovirus 
group, and foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) is a member of 
the aphthovirus group.
The distinct features that differentiate the 
picornaviruses into four genera are manifested in properties 
of pH stability, buoyant density in cesium salts, sensitivity 
to photoinactivation by dyes as well as some functional 
variation in genome structure and protein cleavage pattern. 
Nonetheless, there are common principles of structure, 
assembly, and overall strategies of infection and replication 
that are shared by all these viruses. They all have in
6
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common, for example, their small size (diameter approximately 
30nm), a single stranded RNA genome that is covalently linked 
to a small protein (VPg), and a capsid composed of sixty 
equivalent sets of four major types of polypeptides arranged 
in an icosahedral lattice. Furthermore, nucleotide sequences 
of cloned cDNAs of picornaviral RNA have revealed substantial 
homologies even in distantly related picornaviruses. For 
instance, within the replicase coding region, sequence 
homologies of more than 60% occur in two most distant 
relatives - poliovirus and FMDV. The amino acid sequence 
homology of the three subtypes of poliovirus is almost 90%
(11, 12). The protein coding patterns in all picornaviral 
genomes are very similar, too. Translation of the 
picornaviral RNA results in the formation of a large 
polyprotein. This polyprotein is organized into three domains 
(PI, P2, and P 3 , see Fig. 1), each of which gives rise to a 
different group of virus proteins. One third of the genome's 
coding capacity is required for the coat proteins, while the 
rest of the genome mainly codes the viral polymerase, 
protease, and some small proteins. A uniform nomenclature of 
the picornavirus proteins (Fig. 1), which was adopted at the 
third meeting of the European study group of picornavirus in 
September 1983, also illustrates the similarities in the 
genetic organization of the picornaviruses. Because of these 
similarities in the many aspects of physical, chemical and 
biological properties, each picornavirus can generally serve
e
as a common reference for most species different picornavirus* 
Thus, unless otherwise specified, the following descriptions 
are common to all picornaviruses.
A. Structural and functional properties of the viral 
genome. The picornavirus genome consists of a single-strand 
RNA molecule with messenger polarity. The picornaviral RNA is 
different from eucaryotic cellular RNAs in several aspects. 
These include: (l) the 5' end of the RNA is blocked with a
small protein, called VPg, instead of the regular nucleotide 
cap structure, m 7GpppN-. (2) the 5 ’ UTRs of the viral RNA is 
an extremely long (approximately 750-1200 nucleotides), 
compared to most eucaryotic mRNAs which usually have a 5' UTR 
around 40-60 nucleotides long. (3) the viral RNA encodes a 
giant precursor polyprotein which is processed into at least 
10 smaller proteins, while a single eucaryotic cellular 
message produce only a single protein.
In the following sections some important structural 
features of the viral genome, its gene sequence and gene 
coding properties, synthesis and cleavage of the polyprotein, 
and potential functions of the cleavage product, are 
presented.
1. VPg
All picornaviruses examined thus far have a small protein 
(VPg) covalently attached to the 5 ’-terminal residue of the 
genomic RNA (13-16). This protein is encoded by the viral 
genome (P-3 region). Protein and nucleic acid sequence data
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showed that VPg in general consists of 2 2 amino acids, 
corresponding to a molecular weight of 2,400 (17, 18). The 
linkage between the protein and the viral RNA is a 
phosphodiester bond occurring between the side chain of the 
Tyr residue at position 3 of VPg and of the 5* terminal 
uridylic acid residue of the RNA (19).
VPg has also been detected at the 5' end of the minus 
strand viral RNAs and on the nascent plus strands of 
replicative intermediates. These observations suggest that 
VPg may act as a primer of poliovirus RNA synthesis (17, 20, 
21). However, VPg is not directly involved in infection, 
since no significant change in infectivity of the RNA is 
observed when the RNA is not linked to VPg (22).
Viral RNA which is not linked to VPg can be efficiently 
translated (23). This suggests that VPg is not a requirement 
for translation. However, viral RNA lacking VPg apparently is 
not encapsidated during assembly (24), indicating that VPg may 
be important for the interaction of viral RNA with capsid 
proteins in the virion assembly process.
2. The noncoding region of the viral RNA 
a) 5* untranslated region (UTR)
An extremely long, untranslated 5* stretch is commonly 
found in picornaviruses. Poliovirus type I RNA contains 742 
nucleotides in its 5* UTR (25), and FMDV RNA has an 
approximately 1,200 nucleotide long 5' UTR (26). In the case
of EMCV RNA, the 5' UTR is 842 nucleotides in length (10).
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The significance of such a long sequence is not clear. 
But, the sequence must have an important role in picornavirus 
infections, since all picornavirus RNAs contain such a long 
sequence and since polio cDNA clones that lack portions of the 
5 '-noncoding region are not infectious (21).
Recently, Johnson et al. (28) investigated the role of 
the 5'-UTR using recombinant polio-coxsackie virus containing 
a chimeric S'-noncoding region. Coxsackievirus, like 
poliovirus, is a member of the enterovirus subgroup. The 
recombinant polio-coxsackie cDNA could give rise to infectious 
virus after transfection in monkey cells. However, the 
recombinant virus was temperature sensitive for growth at 
37°C, a property not shared by either of the parental viruses. 
Deletion of 4 bases within the substituted coxsackievirus 
sequence of the chimeric leader region resulted in the loss 
of the temperature sensitivity of this recombinant virus, 
suggesting that 5* UTR is involved in the regulation of 
temperature sensitivity.
The 5' terminal nucleotide of the virion RNA of all 
picornaviruses investigated so far is uridylic acid (29), 
and the sequences of the extreme 5' ends of these RNAs are 
highly conserved. For poliovirus types I and II the first 20 
nucleotides are identical except nucleotide No. 19 (30, 31). 
Coxsackie virus B4 has 16 of the first 20 nucleotides 
identical to poliovirus types I and II. The sequence homology 
to the virion RNA of FMDV is 70% in this region (32). This
11
marked conservation suggests that the 5 1 terminal region may 
serve important functions in virus replication.
One of the functions that the 5' UTR should have is to 
provide a ribosome binding (entrance) site for initiation of 
translation. This suggestion is supported by experiments 
involving protection of ribosome-bound RNA from ribonuclease 
digestion. The sequences of the ribosome binding sites of 
many eucaryotic mRNAs have been determined by binding 
ribosomes to the mRNA, digesting away the "unprotected parts" 
of the RNA with a nuclease, and then isolating and sequencing 
the ribosome-bound RNA fragment (1, 33, 34). Recently, a 
study of the ribosome binding site on poliovirus type I RNA 
has been reported (35). The results showed that a ribosome 
binding site is located in the 5' UTR, approximately 115 bases 
from the 5' end. However, in addition to this site, the 
experimental data indicated the existence of two additional 
binding sites located within the coding region of the viral 
RNA. The meanings of these additional binding sites are not 
clear. Similarly, in a separate study, four ribosome binding 
sites were detected for mengovirus RNA, three of which show 
high specific affinity to the translation initiation factor 
eIF-2.
The 5* UTR should also contain a replicase binding site. 
However, it is not known whether specific nucleotide sequences 
or recognizable RNA secondary structures define the molecular 
interactions between the 5 '-noncoding region and the
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replicase. Johnson et a l . (28) investigated this question by
constructing a recombinant virus of which nearly the entire 
poliovirus 5 ’UTR is replaced with the corresponding part of 
coxsackie virus RNA. Similar RNA biosynthetic properties to 
those of wild-type poliovirus were found, demonstrating that a 
specific sequence may not be the determining factor in 
polymerase recognition.
Besides being extremely long, another distinctive 
feature of 5' UTR of cardioviruses and aphthoviruses is the 
presence of a polycytidilic acid tract [poly(C)]. This 
poly(C) sequence,however, is not present in entero- and 
rhinoviruses (36, 37, 38). The size of this homopolymer 
sequence seems to be variable (39) . When FMDV type 3 composed 
of two different viral subpopulations with respect to the 
length of their poly(C) tracts was injected intralingually 
into steers, the size of poly(C) tract of viral RNA recovered 
from oesophageal pharyngeal fluids was found to be different 
from the original viruses (40). Costa Giomi et a l . (39)
concluded from this study that variation of the length of the 
poly(C) tract may lead to the production of new strains with 
altered biological properties which, in turn, may contribute 
to the maintenance and spread of these viruses in the field.
Another important feature of the 5 1 UTRs is that they 
possess a high degree of secondary structures. Computer 
analysis of EMCV RNA sequence predicts that nearly the entire 
5 'UTR, with the exception of the poly(C) tract, is involved
in base pairing (Palmenberg, A. unpublished data). Recent 
studies suggested that the secondary structures at the 5' end 
of the viral genome may be related to attenuation, 
neurovirulence, ribosome recognition, etc. (41-44). Analysis 
of the structure of FMDV RNA by Pleij et a l . (4 5) showed that
the 5' UTR of FMDV RNA contains not only secondary structure 
but also pseudoknots created by interactions of single 
stranded elements of the secondary structure to form tertiary 
structures (46). Pseudoknots, which have been predicted to be 
present at the 3' terminus of the genomic RNAs of many plant 
viruses, have been proposed to be involved in replication and 
in the assembly of virion particles (47). 
t>) 3 1 end sequences 
The 3 1 terminal sequences of a number of picornaviruses 
have been determined (48-50). The length of the untranslated 
3' end region of picornaviruses range from 40-150 nucleotides 
and thus is relatively short compared to most eucaryotic mRNAs 
(51, 52). In the picornaviral RNA 3* UTR, the hexanucleotide 
sequence, AAUAAA, which characteristically occurs within 20 
bases of the poly(A) tract in all untranslated regions of 
mammalian mRNAs (53), and which functions as a signal for 
polyadenylation, is found at position -15 to -10 in EMC and 
mengovirus (49, 54). On the other hand, this hexanucleotide 
sequence is not present at the 3' end of poliovirus RNA and 
FMDV RNA. The lack of the hexanucleotide sequence in the 
latter cases results from the poly(A) sequence being formed by
14
transcription from poly{U) instead of being added to the RNA 
transcript (55).
Sequence analysis data revealed that, within the same 
picornaviruses genus, the nucleotide sequence homology of 3* 
UTR range from 60% (polio and swine-vesicular disease virus) 
to 90% homologous (EMC and mengo virus). Viral genomes from 
different genera show less homology, although comparison of 
the 3* UTR sequence of rhinovirus RNA to that of poliovirus 
RNA still revealed a strong homology of 66% (54).
Comparison of the genomes of two serologically unrelated 
viruses of the enterovirus genus, poliovirus, and swine 
vesicular disease virus, showed some other interesting 
features. One is that there is a highly conserved region of 
30 nucleotides near the poly (A) sequence in these viruses. 
Part of this region and the section directly next to it is 
also found in EMC virus RNA. Interestingly, this homologous 
region contains a palindrome sequence. Palindrome structures 
have been found previously in the 3 1 untranslated regions of 
host mRNAs from several different sources (56-59), and it has 
been suggested that they may provide binding sites for 
oligomeric proteins in the corresponding DNA sequence.
c) The polv(A) tract
Similar to many eucaryotic mRNAs (60), picornavirus RNA 
has a terminal stretch of poly(A) at its 3* end, but the 
length of the poly(A) tract is heterogeneous. In the case of 
poliovirus RNA, the length of poly(A) tract was determined to
be approximately 60-90 nucleotides long in one report (61) and 
4 0-80 nucleotides long in another (62)- EMC virus RNA 
contains a poly(A) tract ranging from 12 to 4 5 residues, with 
the majority of the viral RNA molecules having a poly(A) tract 
of 16 to 18 nucleotides long (63). The closely related 
mengovirus RNA has been variously reported to have a poly(A) 
tract of about 16 (64), 50 (65), or 50 to 70 (66) 
nucleotides. The differences in length of the poly(A) tract 
in a given viral RNA population seems to be caused by a 
different host cell system (66) or conditions (67) used for 
the propagation of virus.
The biological role of the poly(A) tract is not clear. It 
is conceivable that the 3' poly(A) of picornaviral RNAs has 
some functions comparable to that of the poly(A) found in many 
eucaryotic mRNAs. The poly(A) tracts have been suggested to 
be involved in a) processing of precursors to mRNA, b) 
transport of mRNA from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, c) 
efficient translation of mRNA, and d) protection of mRNAs 
against hydrolysis by exonucleases (54, 68). It has also been 
suggested that the poly(A) tract is important for RNA 
infectivity since RNA molecules with naturally short poly(A) 
tracts(EMC) (67,69), or artificially shortened poly(A) tracts 
(poliovirus) (70) have a lower specific infectivity than those 
with longer poly(A) tracts. On the other hand, virion RNAs of 
FMDV with very short poly(A) sequences ( less than 10 
nucleotides) do not show a reduction in infectivity (71). For
16
poliovirus, no appreciable differences in the translational 
capacity of poly(A)- poor and poly(A)-rich mRNA species have 
been noticed (72). In contrast, in the case of EMCV, a 
subpopulation of viral RNAs containing a relatively short 
poly(A) stretch is translated in vitro about 2 to 3 times less 
efficiently than a subpopulation of viral RNAs with a longer 
poly(A) tract(73), suggesting that the poly(A) may have a 
functional role in the translation activity of the viral RNA 
(14) .
3. Coding region
The picornaviral RNA contains only one long open reading 
frame. Translation proceeds primarily from a single strong 
initiation site of the RNA to produce a large polyprotein.
However, FMDV appears to be distinct from all other 
picornaviruses in that it initiates translation in phase at 
two different sites producing two related leader proteins (74- 
76). The giant precursor polyprotein (Mr=255Kdal) is 
processed through a series of proteolytic cleavages to produce 
both capsid and noncapsid proteins (77, 78).
a) Gene order and the gene products
In order to determine the gene order of picornaviruses, a
variety of different methods were followed in the 1960s and 
1970s. These include tryptic mapping of viral proteins (79-
82), pactamycin or hypertonic initiation block mapping (83-
85), and genetic recombination experiments (86).
Tryptic peptide mapping is very useful in establishing
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precursor-product relationships. The first poliovirus 
proteins that were analyzed in this manner were the capsid
proteins (80). It was determined that PI is the precursor to
the four viral capsid proteins, and that their genomic order 
is from 5' to 3' 1A, IB, 1C, and ID. Tryptic mapping was also 
employed to locate the genome position of the small genome-
linked protein VPg which is located in P3 (82).
Picornavirus genomic maps were originally established 
based mainly on biochemical evidence from experiments 
employing irreversible or reversible inhibitors of initiation 
of protein synthesis (pactamycin, hypertonic initiation 
block) (83-85). Pactamycin and hypertonic conditions inhibit 
the initiation of polypeptide synthesis irreversibly and 
reversibly, respectively, but do not significantly affect the 
elongation and termination of already initiated polypeptide 
chains. When short pulses of radioactively labeled amino 
acids are applied to the infected cells shortly after 
initiation blockage, the labeled amino acids will be 
incorporated only into elongating polypeptides. By 
increasing the time interval between application of initiation 
inhibitor and the addition of labelled amino acids, those 
proteins whose coding region lies near to the end of the mRNA 
will be more preferentially labelled. The coding map of the 
mRNA can then be easily read by comparing the degree of 
radioactive labeling of the proteins.
In addition, by analyzing different mutants, the
18
relative locations and distances of the genetic markers can be 
determined. In this way, several essential characteristics of 
the pactamycin map of poliovirus were confirmed (87).
With the aid of pactamycin mapping, tryptic mapping, and 
genetic studies, the basic pattern of the genomic map of 
picornavirus was elucidated, and the latest map is shown in 
the Figure 1. Each viral RNA codes for a giant polyprotein 
(first line of open rectangles in Fig. 1-A and -B) which is 
cleaved into three intermediate proteins, PI, P 2 , and P3. Pi, 
which is the N-terminal domain of the polyprotein, is 
processed into four capsid proteins, VP4, VP2, V P 3 , and VP1. 
Cleavage of P3 produces 3A, VPg, 3C, and 3D. P2 is cleaved 
into 2 A , 2B, and 2C. In the case of EMCV, the first primary 
cleavage product is the P1-2A fusion protein, which is 
subsequently processed to yield PI and mature 2A.
b) Proteolytic cleavage of polvprotein
The processing events can be divided into three phases: a 
cotranslational primary cleavage which releases the capsid 
precursor from the growing polypeptide chain, a series of 
secondary cleavages catalyzed by a viral protease (3C), and a 
final capsid maturation cleavage which occurs after 
association of the viral RNA with the protein shell (78, 88- 
90) .
The cotranslational primary cleavage takes place while 
the polypeptide is still nascent on the ribosome. In 
cardioviruses and aphthoviruses, the primary cleavage occurs
19




Fig. 1. Protein processing of polypeptides encoded by 
poliovirus (A) and EMCV RNA (B). The horizontal line 
represents the genomic RNA and bold line denotes the 
polyprotein coding region. The open rectangles represent the 
virus-specific polypeptides that resulted from processing of 
the precursor polyprotein.
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between peptides 2A and 2B, and the responsible proteolytic 
agent has not yet been identified. For poliovirus, the 
cleavage occurs between the PI and P2 regions, which is 
mediated autocatalytically by protein 2A (78, 90, 91). The 
protease 2A cleavage occurs at a tyrosine-glycine site.
After the primary cleavage, most of the subsequent 
cleavages are carried out by the viral protease 3C (78, 92).
3C is a cysteine protease (78, 93) which is capable of 
catalyzing unimolecular self-cleavage reactions within the P3 
region (3ABCD to 3AB, 3C, and 3D) (93). In addition, it is
responsible for bimolecular processing steps within the PI and 
P2 regions of the polyprotein. Most protease 3C catalyzed 
cleavages occur between glutamic acid (or glutamine) and 
glycine (or serine) (10), The surrounding sequences have a 
high frequency of helix-breaking residues, such as proline and 
threonine, but a specific peptide pattern is not apparent.
To examine the sequence specific constraints of the 3C 
enzyme, site-specific mutations were introduced into the 
glutamine-glycine pair at the 1C/1D cleavage site and tested 
for their effects in cell free protease assays (94). In 
EMCV, 3C processed glutamine-alanine as efficiently as its 
natural sites but did not cleave glutamine-valine, glutamine- 
glutamate, lysine-glycine, lysine-alanine, lysine-valine, 
lysine-glutamate, or proline-glycine combinations.
Displacement of the flanking proline residue by an histidine 
decreased the cleavage rate but did not prevent cleavage at
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this site. From these results, Parks, et a l . (93) suggest 
that 1) there is a sequence specific constraint at the first 
amino acid of the dipeptide pair, 2) second amino acid 
sequence constraints are probably limited to small, uncharged 
amino acids, and 3) exact proximity of proline to the 10/ID 
site is not essential.
The final cleavage during viral morphogenesis is the 
cleavage of peptide VPO (1AB) to yield VP4 (1A) and VP2 (IB).
This cleavage is not catalyzed by protease 2A or 3C (95, 96) 
but appears to occur through an unusual autocatalytic serine 
protease type mechanism, possibly involving the participation 
of viral RNA basic groups which serve as proton abstractor 
(97). This reaction is observed in vivo during the final step 
of virion morphogenesis and is probably concomitant with RNA 
association with the 12S-14S pentameric assembly units (78).
B Mechanism of translational initiation of Dicornavirus
RNAs
With the exception of the RNase H digestion experiments 
described below, almost nothing was known about picornaviral 
RNA translation initiation before the start of this 
investigation. However, several studies have since been 
reported in the literature, and these studies will be 
presented in the Discussion section.
To study the position of initiation site of protein 
synthesis and to define the role of the poly(C) tract in
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translation initiation in FMDV RNA, Sangar et a l . (38)
digested the poly(C) tract of FMDV RNA with RNase H after 
hybridization of the viral RNA with oligodeoxyguanylic acid 
[oligo(dG)]. This led to the formation of two RNA fragments, 
a short fragment about 4 00 nucleotides long and a long 
fragment about 7,500 nucleotides long which contains the 
entire RNA from the 3' of the poly(C) to the poly(A) tract.
When the long fragment was translated, it was found that the 
fragment has the same translation efficiency as full-length 
viral RNA and that it directed the synthesis of the same 
products as those synthesized from full-length RNA (38).
Thus, these results demonstrated that FMDV may have an 
internal sequence or structure that is recognizable by 
ribosomes and that the poly(C) tract may not be involved in 
translation initiation.
II Translational Initiation Mechanism of Eucarvotic
Messages
The initiation process begins with the dissociation 
of SOS ribosomes into 40S and SOS ribosomal subunits which is 
promoted by eIF-3, and to a lesser extent by eIF-4C, In a 
parallel reaction, a ternary complex is formed with eIF-2, 
met-tRNA and GTP. This ternary complex binds to the 4OS 
ribosomal subunit to form a 4 3S complex which contains elF- 
2, eIF-3, and eIF-4C. Next, this 43S complex attaches to the
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5'end of mRNA to form the 43S preinitiation complex (98). The 
binding of the 43S preinitiation complex to the mRNA is 
strongly dependent on the presence of the cap structure (1). 
Several polypeptides which appear to specifically interact 
with the cap structure have been identified (2, 99-101).
These proteins, refered to as cap binding proteins, stimulate 
mRNA binding to ribosomes. The binding of the 4 3S complexes 
to mRNAs requires also the hydrolysis of ATP (102, 103) and 
three additional factors, eIF-1, eIF-4A, and eIF-4B are also 
involved in this process. The precise role of the cap binding 
proteins and of ATP hydrolysis is not established, but several 
lines of evidence suggest that they melt secondary structures 
in the S'-proximal region of mRNAs (104-106), thereby 
promoting ribosome binding and/or movement. Bound ribosomes 
then migrate along RNA molecules until they encounter the AUG 
initiation codon where translation starts after the binding of 
the 60S ribosomal subunit. However, it is still unclear 
whether the binding of ribosomes to the 5* end is an absolute 
prerequisite for the initiation of protein synthesis, and 
precisely by what mechanism eucaryotic ribosomes recognize 
particular initiation sites in mRNA molecules.
A Scanning model on translational initiation
To search for signals that might be recognized by 
ribosomes for translation initiation, Kozak examined the 5' 
noncoding sequences of a group of eucaryotic mRNAs and made 
two observations: (i) Translation begins at the 5' proximal
AUG triplet in about 90% of the eucaryotic mRNAs (the first 
AUG rule). (ii) The sequences flanking the AUG initiator 
codon show a striking homology. These observations together 
with the observation of efficient binding of ribosomes to the 
capped but not to the uncapped mRNAs prompted Kozak to 
propose the "scanning model". According to this model, the 
4OS ribosomal subunit, in a process facilitated by the m7G cap 
(1, 100), interacts and binds initially with the 5* terminus 
of the mRNA, and then the attached 4OS subunit moves along the 
mRNA molecule (the scanning process) until it encounters the 
first AUG. However, for this AUG to serve as an efficient 
initiator codon, the AUG codon must be in an appropriate 
sequence context, CCPuCCAUGG (1). The relative importance of 
nucleotides at each of the specific positions in this sequence 
is reflected in the degree of their conservation (107, 108). 
The -3 position contains an A residue about 80% of the time 
and a G residue otherwise. Substitution with a pyrimidine at 
the -3 position causes a sharp reduction in translation 
initiation. The G at position +4 also has a strong influence 
on translational efficiency. The c residues at positions -1, 
-2, -4, and -5 apparently play a less important role since 
substitutions here lead to less dramatic reductions in 
translation efficiency.
Very recently Kozak has reported an extended consensus 
sequence flanking functional initiator codons by surveying 699 
eucaryotic mRNA sequences (109). According to the survey, C
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is the preferred nucleotide in every position except -3, -6, 
and -9 within 10 nucleotides upstream from the initiator 
codon. In positions -6 and -9, G is preferred. The 
repetition of G in positions -3, -6, and -9 is quite 
noticeable, but the importance of the periodical repetition at 
every third nucleotide is not known. Trifonov (110) has 
pointed out that there is a strong preference for G in the 
first position of codons throughout the coding region of both 
procaryotic and eucaryotic mRNAs, and he postulates that the 
periodicity of G residues helps ribosomes stay in frame during 
translation initiation.
However, the existence of some well-characterized mRNAs 
that contradict the first AUG rule provoked the formulation of 
a modified scanning model which takes into account both the 
position of a potential initiator codon and the sequence 
context in which it occurs. The modified scanning model (1) 
states that if the first AUG codon occurs in a favorable 
sequence context, all 4OS subunits stop there and that that 
AUG triplet uniquely serves as the initiator codon. However, 
if the first AUG triplet occurs in a suboptimal sequence 
context, the 40S ribosomal subunit may bypass this site and 
initiates instead at another AUG codon that lies downstream 
{relaxed scanning). If two open reading frames (ORF) exist in 
a message and the initiation codon of each ORF is in an 
optimal sequence context, reinitiation takes place at the 
second initiation codon after encountering a translational
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stop codon. Thus, the modified scanning model excludes the 
possibility of ribosomes binding directly to the internal 
region of message.
Several lines of evidence are in favor of the scanning 
hypothesis. (i) The effect of the cap structure on 
translational initiation was first demonstrated with reovirus 
and vesicular stomatitis virus mRNAs which required 5' 
terminal m7G caps for efficient translation in a wheat germ 
cell-free protein synthesizing system (1, 98). In the in 
vivo situation of VSV-infected BHK cells, the importance of a 
cap structure for translation was suggested by the observation 
that all polysome associated viral RNA were capped, while a 
small proportion of the viral RNA which was not involved in 
viral protein synthesis contained uncapped triphosphate 5' 
ends (99). A similar preference by ribosomes of capped over 
uncapped messenger molecules has been demonstrated in vitro by 
incubating a mixture of pppGm and m7GpppGm ended reovirus RNA 
molecules in wheat germ extracts (100). In addition, 
structural analogs of the cap, e.g. m7G(5')P* inhibit the 
attachment of 40S ribosomal subunits to capped mRNAs (101).
Thus, recognition of the capped end of mRNA by ribosomes is 
important in translation.
(ii) Following their attachment at or near the 5'- 
terminus of the message, 40S ribosomes migrate into the 
interior of the message (111). Migration of 40S ribosomal 
subunits on messenger RNA was detected by analyzing initiation
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complexes formed with reovirus mRNA and wheat germ ribosomes 
in the presence of the antibiotic edeine which inhibits 
formation of the SOS ribosome but not binding of 40S 
subunits to the mRNA. The basic principle of the migration 
experiment is that if ribosomes migrate, the first found 4OS 
ribosomal subunit advances into the interior of the message, 
making room for additional ribosomes to enter at the 5' end. 
Therefore, each reovirus mRNA molecule will be associated with 
several 40S subunits, if migration takes place. In the 
presence of edeine, reovirus mRNA formed a rapidly sedimenting 
complex during the glycerol gradient centrifugation, and RNase 
digestion of the complexes produced many protected RNA 
segments, indicating that ribosomes were distributed 
throughout the length of the RNA chain. However, when the 
mRNA was preincubated with wheat germ ribosomes in the 
presence of sparsomycin, allowing an SOS ribosome to bind at 
the normal initiation site and thus block the 5' end of the 
message, subsequent incubation with edeine did not permit 
additional 40S subunits to bind. Thus, if 40S ribosomal 
subunits can attach only to the 5' end of the message and 
become distributed throughout the length of the RNA chain, 
then 40S subunits must migrate extensively after binding. 
Futhermore, lowering the magnesium concentration and adjusting 
the ratio of potassium acetate to potassium chloride resulted 
in 4OS ribosome movement in the absence of any inhibitor 
(111). Thus, migration is not induced by antibiotics but
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appears to be an inherent property of 4OS subunits which can 
be readily detected when the normal initiation process is 
perturbed in various ways. The ability of 40S ribosomes to 
migrate on messenger RNA is a key postulate of the scanning 
mechanism which has been proposed to explain how eucaryotic 
ribosomes select initiation sites in mRNA (1).
(iii) The scanning mechanism is also supported by studies 
on the influence of mRNA secondary structure on initiation by 
eucaryotic ribosomes (112). Creation of a stable hairpin 
structure that directly involves the AUG triplet at the start 
of preproinsulin coding sequence that has a free energy of 
formation (G) of -30 kcal/mol does not reduce the yield of 
proinsulin. However, a more stable stem-and-loop structure 
where G is equal or greater than -50kcal/mol) reduces the 
proinsulin synthesis by 85-95%. The stable hairpin inhibits 
even when it occurs at the midpoint of the 5' untranslated 
sequence and thus involves neither the cap nor the AUG codon. 
Kozak's interpretation of this data is that 40S ribosomal 
subunits (with associated initiation factors) can readily melt 
hairpin structures that have a calculated Gibbs free energy of 
formation of -30kcal/mol, but structures in the range of 
-50kcal/mol resist melting, and thereby block ribosomes 
migration.
(iv) Migrating ribosomes stop when they encounter the 
first AUG triplet where translation starts; that is, 
translation initiates at the 5'most AUG codon (113, 114-
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116). To test the importance of AUG position in defining the 
active initiation site, Kozak (115) constructed a plasmid 
which carried four tandem copies of a ribosome binding site, 
with all four AUG triplets in the same reading frame as the 
preproinsulin coding sequence downstream and scored by 
searching for insulin related polypeptides with appropriate 
amino acid extensions at the N terminus. The results showed 
that the 5* proximal AUG codon was functioned as initiator 
codon to produce the insulin related polypeptides. In the 
case of the yeast iso-l-cytochrome c mRNA, translation in vivo 
initiates always at the 5' proximal AUG even if the initiation 
codon is relocated anywhere within a region spanning 37 
nucleotides upstream or downstream from the original 
initiation codon in the mRNA. Both insulin and isol- 
cytochrome c mRNA translation support a scanning mechanism in 
which the 5' proximal position of the AUG triplet appears to 
be important in identifying it as a functional initiator 
codon.
B Exceptions to scanning model
The scanning model excludes the possibility of internal 
initiation and of translation initiation from an alternate 
AUG when the 5 1 proximal AUG is in an optimal sequence 
context. However, recently Hernan (116) showed that internal 
initiation of translation on the VSV phosphoprotein (P) RNA 
led to the synthesis of a second protein, protein P.
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Characterization of this phenomenon shows that initiation at 
the 5'-proximal and internal AUG codons has different optima 
for mono- and divalent cations in the reticulocyte lysate.
While 5' initiation is stimulated by increasing concentration 
of K"*" over the endogenous level, internal initiation is 
inhibited. Internal initiation is much less sensitive to the 
effects of the cap analogue in both the reticulocyte lysate 
and the wheat germ extract under conditions that reduce 5'- 
proximal initiation to only about 4-5% of the control level.
These results imply that 5 '-proximal and internal initiations 
are distinct biochemical processes in the VSV phosphoprotein 
mRNA (116).
Synthesis of a second protein from the adenovirus type 2 
DNA polymerase mRNA (117) and synthesis of two of the three 
products encoded by the infectious pancreatic necrosis virus A 
segment (118) also involves internal initiation.
In many cases ribosomes do not enter at the cap site of 
messages, but at an internal site of the noncoding leader of 
messages. Initiation from an internal AUG is common 
especially in bifunctional viral and cellular mRNAs (119).
Some oncogenes (120, 121), hormone receptors (121, 12 2), and 
growth factors (123, 124) belong to this category. There are 
also many viral mRNAs that produce two proteins by initiating 
at the first and second AUG codons. The mRNA derived from 
influenza B virus genome segment 6 allows ribosomes to 
initiate efficiently at the first and at the second AUG
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codons, although the first AUG triplet occurs in a good 
sequence context (ANNAUGA) and is not followed by a terminator 
codon (125). The capsid proteins VP2 and VP3 of SV40, the P 
and C proteins of sendaivirus, measles virus, parainfluenza 
virus-3, and the 21 and 55Kdal proteins of adenovirus-5 E1B, 
adenovirus-7 E1B are produced from first and second AUG 
codons, respectively, indicating that not only the 5 ’ proximal 
AUG but also an internal AUG function as initiation codon 
(126). Initiation at more than one site has also been 
reported for tobacco rattle virus RNA-2 (127), tobacco 
necrosis virus (128) , flavivirus 42S RNA (129), cowpea mosaic 
virus genome RNA (130), etc. However, whether ribosome 
binding is directly to a particular internal AUG codon or 
whether ribosomes first bind to an internal region and then 
scan is not clear.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Chemical synthesis and purification of cDNA fragments.
Oligodeoxyribonucleotides were synthesized on an Applied 
Biosystems Model 380A DNA synthesizer. After completion of 
the synthetic cycles, the oligonucleotide solution from the 
synthesizer was incubated with 1 ml of concentrated NH4OH for 
4 to 12 h at 50°C to completely remove the blocking groups.
The solution was then evaporated to dryness in a rotary 
evaporator. The dry residue was dissolved in 1 ml of 2 5mM 
triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB), pH 7.6, and evaporated. 
This TEAB treatment was repeated twice. The residue was 
dissolved in 3 ml of TEAB, and the oligonucleotide fragments 
were isolated by using a Sep-pak cartridge (131), which serves 
to remove prematurely terminated sequences from the complete 
oligonucleotide chains. The oligonucleotide fraction eluted 
from the cartridge was dried, and the 5' protecting groups 
were removed by dissolving the nucleotides in l ml of 80% 
acetic acid and incubating the solution at room temperature 
for 25 min. After evaporation, the sample was dissolved in 
water and dried. The fully deprotected product was further 
purified by fractionating on a 20% polyacrylamide gel under 
denaturing conditions. The conditions for electrophoresis and 
for oligonucleotide isolation from the gel have been described
(131) .
cDNA-mRNA hybridization. All hybridizations were carried
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out in reaction mixtures (8 ul) containing 20mM Hepes, pH 7.6,
0.1 M MaCl, and l mM EDTA. The RNA concentration was
0.5mg/ml, and cDNA was added in a five-fold molar excess. The 
reaction mixtures were heated at 7 0°C for 10 min followed by 
incubation at 4 5°C for 3 h. Nonhybridized control samples 
were treated identically, except that cDNA was omitted in the 
reaction mixtures.
The hybridization procedure described above was derived 
by combining two published procedures, one by Hastie and Held
(132) and by Liebhaber et a l . (133). The first method (132)
involved heating mRNA and single-stranded cDNA in an aqueous 
solution at 65°C for 30 min. The second method (133) involved 
heating mRNA and double-stranded DNA in a formamide-containing 
buffer for 10 min at 70°C followed by incubation at 45°C for 3 
h. Both methods produce complete hybridization.
The names and sizes of each cDNA fragment and the 
locations of cDNA hybridization to the 5' UTR of EMCV RNA are 
described in Fig. 2.
Cell-free protein synthesis. Reticulocyte lysates were 
obtained from Green Hectare (Oregon, Wisconsin). The 
conditions for EMCV RNA translation in the mRNA-dependent 
rabbit reticulocyte lysate system (134) have been described 
previously (7, 9). Amino acid incorporation was determined 
by assaying 2 ul aliquots of reaction mixtures on Whatman 3mm 
filter pater discs for acid-insoluble radioactivity.
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Fig. 2. The 5' untranslated region of EMCV RNA. The solid 
lines represent the 5 '-noncoding sequence. The heavy solid 
arrow indicates the location of the initiator AUG codon and 
the light solid arrows indicate the locations of other AUG 
triplets. The dotted arrows indicate the positions of 
termination codons. The short horizontal bars represent cDNA 
fragments. The lengths and the exact locations of the sites 
of hybridization are as follows:
(The lengths are given in parenthesis) Al- (41) 1 to 41; A2- 
(30) 309-338; A3-(30) 420-449; A4-(30) 450-479; A5-(30) 480- 
509; A 6 - (30) 510-539; A7-(30) 590-619; A8-{33) 667-699; A9- 
(34) 71— 743; A10-(40) 744-783; All-(30) 784-813; A12-(41)
814-854.
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Printer-extension bv reverse transcriptase and alkaline 
agarose gel analysis of the cDNA products. The hybridized 
RNA-cDNA sample (8 ul RNA) was precipitated with ethanol, then 
dried under vacuum. The residue was dissolved in 15 ul of 
water and added to a reverse transcription reaction mixture.
The transcription reaction was then carried out according to 
the method described by Ahlquist et a l . (135) based on the 
original procedures of Land et al. (136) and Kacian and Myers
(137). The cDNA products were analyzed on 2% alkaline agarose 
gels according to the procedure described by McClure et al.
(138) .
Preparation of EMCV RNA fragments bv Ribonuclease H 
digestion. To prepare specific EMCV RNA fragments, the viral 
RNA was hybridized with appropriate cDNA fragments. The 
conditions for hybridization were the same as described above.
Each cDNA-RNA hybrid was dissolved in 0.1 ml of an RNase H 
buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2 , 2 mM 
DTT. (RNase H degrades the RNA portion of a DNA-RNA hybrid, 
thus, generating two RNA fragments when one cDNA fragment is 
hybridized to the viral RNA molecule). The hybrid was 
digested with 25 units of RNase H (Enzobiochem, New York,
N.Y.) at 30° C for 45 min. The digest was extracted with 
phenol, and the RNA was precipitated with ethanol. The 
precipitate was dissolved in 0.1 ml of water and the RNA 
fragments were separated on a 0.2 to 0.8 M sucrose density 
gradient prepared in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 100 mM KCl, and
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l mM EDTA. Centrifugation was carried out in a Beckman SW 65 
rotor at 30,000 rpm for 14 hr. After centrifugation, the 
gradient was fractionated using an ISCO gradient fractionator, 
and the absorbances of the collected fractions were monitored 
at 257 nm with an ISCO UV monitor. Appropriate fractions were 
pooled and the RNA fragments precipitated with ethanol.
For preparing short RNA fragments from different parts of 
the 5' UTR, cDNA-RNA hybridization and RNase H digestion were 
carried out as described above. However, in this case, except 
for the fragment from the 5* end (designated 5'-A2), two cDNA 
fragments were used to generate a particular short RNA 
fragment. Two such short RNA fragments, designated as A2-A7 
and A2-A11, were prepared by first hybridizing EMCV RNA with 
A2 and A7 and with A2 and All, respectively, followed by RNase 
H digestion of the hybrids and sucrose density gradient 
centrifugation of digests. Fragment 5 1-A2 was prepared the 
same way except that the viral RNA was hybridized to A2 only.
Construction of cDNA clones of EMCV RNA. Since this 
translation initiation study concerns only the 5 f UTR, 
snythesis of full-length cDNAs corresponding to the entire 
viral RNA chain is not required. Therefore, a primer 
corresponding to the viral RNA sequence from nucleotides 3011 
to 3030, which lies in the region of viral capsid protein VP1 
(ID), was chemically synthesized and used for synthesis of the 
first strand cDNA. For this synthesis, 2 00 ng of the primer 
was hybridized to 7.5 ug of EMCV RNA under standard
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hybridization conditions, and the primer was extended by using 
AMV reverse transcriptase (BRL). After alkaline hydrolysis of 
the RNA, second strand synthesis was performed by using the 
Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I, followed by reverse 
transcriptase reaction to extend any possible incompleted DNA 
chains. The double stranded cDNAs were treated with SI 
nuclease to remove the terminal single strand loop and then 
the blunt-ended cDNA molecules were analyzed on a 1% low 
melting point agarose gel. The largest ds-cDNA was extracted 
from the gel, tailed with dCTP, and inserted into pUC 9 
plasmids which had been cleaved with PstI and tailed with 
oligo (dG) (139). The recombinant plasmids were used to 
transformed Escherichia coli (E. coli) JM 101 cells and 
transformants were selected on YT medium containing ampicillin 
(50 ug/ml), isopropylthiogalatoside (IPTG), and 5-bromo-4- 
chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galactoside (X-Gal). Colonies that 
contained recombinant plasmids were identified on the basis of 
the color of colonies. The sizes of the inserts of the 
selected clones were determined by restriction enzyme 
digestion (PstI, Pstl/HincII, and Hindlll) followed by 
electrophoresis of the digests on 1% agarose gels. A clone 
which contains a 2.6 kb insert, the largest insert detected, 
was designated pUSF.
The procedures for the construction of the pUSP and of 
the deletion mutants are described in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Procedures for the construction of deletion mutants of 
5' UTR. The closed boxes of each plasmid indicates an insert 
and the open boxes represent plasmid. The capital letters on 
the plasmid and the insert represent the restriction enzyme 
cleavage sites (P-PstI, N-Ncol, H-Hindlll, E-EcoRV, B-Ball, 
Nd-Ndel).
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a synthetic oligonucleotide primer corresponding to nucleotide 
positions 3011 to 3030 was used for synthesizing cDNA for 
pUSP construction, this primer should define the 3' sequence 
of the 2.6 kb insert of pUSP. However, the sequence of the 5* 
boundary of the insert still needed to be determined. Thus, 
pUSP was digested with PstI and Hindlll which resulted in the 
formation of two fragments from the insert. One fragment 
should be from the 5' end of the insert to the Hindlll site 
(at nucleotide 483), and the second from the Hindlll to 3' end 
of the insert. The first fragment (the 5' fragment) was 
isolated by electrophoresis on an 1% agarose gel and cloned 
into M13mpl8 RF. DNAs from the recombinant phage particles 
were then sequenced using the dideoxy sequencing method (140).
Subclonina of the 2.6 kb Insert to the Expression Vector.
PSP 65. The insert in pUSP was excised by digesting the 
plasmid with PstI and EcoRV, purified from 1% low melting 
point agarose gel, and subcloned into the expression vector 
pSP65 which had been double digested with PstI and Hindlll.
For subcloning, the Pstl/EcoRV cut fragment was incubated at 
13°C overnight with the Pstl/Hindlll cut pSP 65 and T4 DNA 
ligase. The ligated linear DNA molecules (ligated at PstI 
site) was then incubated for 10 min at 37°C in the presence of 
nuclease Si to generate blunt ends at Hindlll sites of the 
pSP65 vector. The modified linear DNA molecules were then 
circularized by incubating them at 23°C for four hours in the 
presence of T4 DNA ligase. E. coli DH 5a cells were then
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transformed with the ligated plasmid DNA, and transformants 
were selected on LB medium containing ampicillin (50 ug/ml). 
Colonies that contained recombinant plasmids were identified 
by restriction enzyme digestion of isolated plasmid DNAs. A 
plasmid containing Pstl-EcoRV insert in the correct 
orientation was named pSSP-PE (see Fig. 3).
Since neither pUSP nor pSSP-PE contain a convenient 
restriction enzyme site that can be used for generating 
sequential deletion mutants, a different recombinant clone, 
designated pSSP-PN, was constructed. To this end, pUSP was 
digested with PstI and Ncol, and the resulting DNA fragment 
was isolated. This Pstl-Ncol fragment, which corresponds to 
nucleotide 34 3 to 844 of 5' UTR, was inserted between the PstI 
site and the Hindlll site of pSP 65. The procedures for 
ligation and other manipulations were the same as those of 
pSSP-PE.
Construction of Deleted Templates. To produce sequential 
deletions in the 5* UTR, 36 ug of pSSP-PN was digested with 
Kpnl followed by incubating the linear DNA with the 
exonuclease Bal 31 (2.1 unit) for 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 
min. In the same way, pSSP-PN was treated with Hindlll 
followed by Bal 31 (3.5 unit) for the same time period. After 
Bal 31 digestion, the enzyme was removed by phenol extraction, 
and the modified DNA was precipitated by ethanol. To repair 
any possible unpaired ends, the modified DNA was incubated 
with T4 DNA polymerase. The DNA was then circularized by
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incubating with T4 DNA ligase, and was the resulting circular 
DNA used to transform E. coli DH 5a cells. Plasmid DNAs 
containing inserts with different degree of deletions were 
isolated from transformed cells and the isolated plasmids were 
digested with restriction enzymes PstI and Ball. The released 
Pstl-Ball fragments, which cover from the nucleotide 343 to 
837 but have deletions, were cloned into the Pstl/Ball cut 
pSSP-PE, resulting in the replacement of the normal noncoding 
leader region of pSSP-PE by the sequentially deleted inserts 
of pSSP-PN. The designations and their relative extents of 
deletion are shown in figure 4 schematically (Fig. 4).
In Vitro Transcriptions and Translations. Each deleted 
plasmid was linearized with Ndel, and uncapped transcripts 
were synthesized from linearized plasmid DNA using SP6 
polymerase (Promega Biotec) in the presence of [a-32P] UTP by 
the method of Melton et al. (141), After 2 h transcription 
reaction at 37°c, a portion of each transcription reaction 
was analyzed on 1% agarose gel to determine the integrity of 
each transcript, and was used for the measurement of the 
radioactivity in each transcript. The same amount of 
radioactivity of each transcripts was used for the in vitro 
translation. The conditions for the translation reactions 
were as described previously.







pSSP-PE K 2 
pSSP-PEKS
Fig. 4. Designations and relative extents of deletion of
pSSP-PN. Closed box, SP6 polymerase promoter; open box,
5'UTR of pSSP-PN; dotted line, non viral nucleotides between 
the SP6 promoter and the first nucleotide of the viral genome 
solid line, locations and sizes of deletion constructs.
RESULTS
I. Translation of cDNA-mRNA hybrids.
Figure 2 depicts schematically the 5' region of EMCV RNA 
and the locations of cDNA hybridization sites. The cDNA 
fragments, designated Al through A12, are 30 to 41 nucleotides 
long, and their positions are indicated.
1. Examination of the translation activity of different 
cDNA-mRNA hybrids. EMC viral RNA was tested for its ability 
to direct translation after hybridization to various cDNA 
fragments. The effects with two of the fragments, A10 and 
A12, are shown (Fig. 5). A12 hybridizes to the genomic region
encompassing the polyprotein initiation codon, including 18 
upstream and 20 downstream nucleotides. A10 hybridizes to a 
region that is 30 nucleotides 5' to the A12-hybridized region. 
The data indicates that A10 and A12 caused 93 and 77% 
inhibition of normal EMCV polyprotein translation, 
respectively. Hybridization of A10 or A12 to the BMV RNA-3 
did not cause any inhibitory effect, indicating that 
hybridizations of A10 and A12 were sequence-specific (Fig. 6). 
The results of a control experiment in which the A12-mRNA 
complex was dissociated by heating at 97°C before translation 
are given (Fig. 7). Heating of the complex eliminated most of 
the inhibition. It can be concluded, therefore, that the 
decrease in translation observed (Fig. 5) was the result of 




Fig. 5. The effect of hybridization of A10 and A12 on EMCV 
RNA translation. Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; 
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Fig. 6. The effect of cDNA fragment of A10 and A12 on BMV RNA- 
3 translation. Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; 








Fig. 7. The effect of dehybridization of the annealed 
complexes of A12 and EMCV RNA. The hybridization solution 
containing the annealed complexes was divided into two 
aliquots. One was translated directly and the other was 
heated at 97°c for 3 min, quickly frozen in a dry ice-ethanol 
bath, thawed, and translated. Symbols: closed circles, minus 
RNA control; triangles, cDNA-mRNA complexes; crosses, 
dehybridized mixture; open circles, minus cDNA control.
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The effects on translation of hybridization of seven 
other fragments (A5 through A9 and All) are shown (Fig. 8 and 
9). The data indicates that fragments A4 through A7 and All 
caused more than 80% inhibition of translation; fragment A8 
caused 65% inhibition, and fragment A9 caused 75% inhibition.
Figure 10 depicts amino acid incorporation data of A3- as 
well as A4-hybridized RNA. As described above, hybridization 
of A4 caused a strong inhibition of translation. On the other 
hand, hybridization of A3, which corresponds to the region 
immediately 5' to the A4-hybridized region, caused only a low 
level of inhibition. The translational activity of the A3- 
hybridized viral RNA was about 70% of that of the control 
(unhybridized) r n a .
It was possible that the low degree of inhibition 
observed with A3 was due to weak or incomplete hybridization 
with viral RNA. However, this possibility was ruled out by 
primer extension experiments. The electrophoresis patterns of 
primer extension products synthesized from RNA templates 
primed with A3 (nucleotides 420 to 449) or with All 
(nucleotides 784 to 813) are shown (Fig. 11). The formation 
of only one major product was seen in each case. The chain 
length was approximately 350 nucleotides for the major A3- 
extension product and 750 nucleotides for the major All 
extension product. Densitometer tracings (not shown) of the 
gel profiles confirmed that equal molar amounts of product DNA 
were synthesized in reactions with the two primers (A3 and
48
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Fig. 8. The hybridization effects of A8, A9, and All on EMCV 
RNA translation. Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; 
squares, All; Triangles, A9; crosses, A8; open circles, minus 
cDNA control.
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hybridization effects of A5 to A7 on EMCV RNA 
Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; 
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Fig. 10. The activities of viral RNA hybridized to A3 or to 
A 4 . Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; crosses, A3; 
triangles, A 4 ; closed circle, minus cDNA control.
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Fig. 11. Gel analysis of the primer-extension products from 
A3- and All- hybridized primers. The conditions for 
hybridization, reverse transcription, and for electrophoresis 
are described in the Materials and Methods. Lane a, products 
from A3-hybridized template; lane b, products from All­
hybridized template; lane c, radioactively labeled standards. 
The markings at the left of lane a represent the positions of 
stained molecular weight markers.
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All), indicating that the extent of hybridization of A3 to 
RNA was similar to that of All. Therefore, although the two 
cDNAs differed significantly in the ability to inhibit EMC 
viral polyprotein translation, these properties were not 
caused by differences in hybridization efficiencies.
In contrast to all the hybridization-translation results 
described above, hybridization of Al, which corresponds to the 
first 41 nucleotides, caused no detectable inhibition of 
translation of the viral polyprotein (Fig. 12). The same 
result was also obtained when the hybridization reaction was 
done by heating the solution to a much higher temperature 
(97°C) before the annealing step (Fig.13). Similarly, the 
hybridization of oligo(dG) or of A2, which corresponds to the 
sequence from nucleotides 309 to 338, had no effect on 
translation (Fig. 14 and 15).
All the translation data together (Fig. 5, 7-9, to 10, 
and to 12-15) demonstrated a sequential transition of the 
effect of cDNA hybridization from strongly inhibitory to 
partially inhibitory to noninhibitory. The area of viral RNA 
that is critical for efficient translation seemed to center 
around nucleotide 4 50, which is the 5'-most nucleotide within 
a region to which cDNA hybridized leads to strong inhibition.
On the basis of this conclusion, I propose that the nucleotide 
sequence of this site, or together with sequences downstream 
constitute the recognition signals for 40S ribosome "entrance" 
or binding, and it is from this site that the ribosomal
53
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Fig. 12. The hybridization effect of A1 on EMCV RNA 
translation. Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control;
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Fig. 13. The effect of dehybridization of the annealed 
complexes of A1 and EMCV RNA. Before translation cDNA-mRNA 
hybrid was heated at 97°C instead of the normal 7 0°C. 
Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; crosses, 
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Fig. 14. The hybridization effect of oligo(dG) on EMCV RNA 
translation. The oligonucleotide was added at a 5-fold molar 
excess of the entire poly C region (115 nucleotides).
Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; crosses, 
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Fig. 15. The hybridization effect of A2 on EMCV RNA 
translation. Symbols: closed circles, minus RNA control; 
crosses, hybridized samples; open circles, minus cDNA control.
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subunits migrate toward the initiator AUG site to begin 
protein synthesis. This hypothesis can account for all the 
hybridization-translation data shown above. Thus, blockage of 
nucleotide 450 site by hybridization will prevent ribosome 
binding; while blockage of any subsequent site will prevent at 
least ribosome migration to the AUG site. On the other hand, 
the sequences upstream, which are not involved in the ribosome 
recognition and scanning process, are not needed for 
initiation, therefore, blockage of the sequences by 
hybridization has no effect.
2. Analysis of translation products. The protein 
products synthesized by various hybridized RNA samples were 
analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. Figure 16, lanes a, b, and c, represents 45- 
min translation reactions directed by A2-, oligo(dG)-, and Al- 
hybridized RNA, respectively. Also shown are the products 
from intact virion RNA (Fig. 16, lane h ) . The protein bands 
(Fig. 16, in lanes a, b, c, and h) were indistinguishable in 
position, although there was some variation in band intensity.
This variation could be attributed to the fact that the 
translation of the different RNA samples was done at different 
times. Variations in the conditions of lysate preparation and 
in the components of the protein synthesis reaction mixture 
could certainly have caused differences in the rates of 
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Fig. 16. SDS-polyacrylamide gel patterns of the translation 
products from hybridized RNA samples. All the lanes represent 
samples withdrawn after 45 min of translation. Lanes a to g 
represent products synthesized from the viral RNA hybridized 
to A 2 , oligo(dG), Al, A8, A10 plus A12, A10, and A12, 
respectively.
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The products from RNA hybridized to A8, A10 plus A12,
A10, and A12 are shown in Fig. 16, lanes d through g,
respectively. In contrast to the amounts of the protein
products produced from A1-, oligo(dG)-, and A2-hybridized RNA
(Fig.16, lane c, b, and a, respectively), only very low levels 
of viral proteins were produced in these samples. Therefore, 
the protein product patterns of the different cDNA-RNA hybrids 
agree well with the amino acid incorporation data presented in 
previous figures.
I I . Translation of ribonuclease H-oenerated 3 'fragments.
To investigate further the involvement of the 5 1 
noncoding region in the translation of EMCV RNA, a second 
approach was used. RNA fragments were generated by site- 
directed RNase H digestion of cDNA-mRNA hybrids, and the 
messenger activities of the resulting fragments were examined. 
(Hereafter, viral RNA fragments that contain the polyprotein 
coding sequences will be referred to as 3' fragments, and 
their smaller cleavage counterparts as the 5' fragments.
1. A2 generated 3 1 fragment. Fractionation of an RNase 
H-digested A2-mRNA hybrid sample on a sucrose density 
gradient revealed, as expected, the appearance of a small 
absorbance peak at the top of the gradient and a large 
absorbance peak near the bottom of the gradient. The top and 
bottom peak components were concentrated by ethanol 
precipitation and analyzed on agarose gels. Fig. 17, lanes b
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and c, show the band patterns of the isolated components 
separated on an 1% gel. Only one band was observed with the 
top component preparation (lane c ) . This band corresponds to 
a chain length of 320 nucleotides, which agreed well with the 
expected chain length of the 5' fragment. The gel pattern of 
the bottom component preparation consisted of a major band, 
and also a low intensity, heterogeneous region that appeared 
just below the major band (lane b ) . This heterogeneous region 
probably represents degradation products from contaminating 
nucleases or RNase H cleavage products from non-specific 
hybridization. The mobility of the major band could not be 
distinguished from that of a full-length RNA marker (lane a) 
on the 1% agarose gel. However, a complete separation of the 
bottom component RNA from full-length marker EMCV RNA was 
observed when the RNA samples were subjected to 
electrophoresis for a longer period of time on a 0.4% gel 
(lanes d through f). Therefore, I conclude the RNase H 
digestion was at least near completion and that the 3* 
fragment preparation did not contain any significant amount of 
full-length viral RNA.
The translation activities of the isolated 3' and 5 1 
fragments were examined. Fig. 18 shows that the 3' fragment 
stimulated the same amount of amino acid incorporation as 
full-length virion RNA. In contrast, the isolated 5' fragment 
caused no stimulation of incorporation of either 35S- 
methionine or 3H-leucine (data not shown). The activity of an
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Fig. 17. Analysis of A3-generated 5* and 3' fragments. Lanes 
a through c: The full-length control RNA (lane a), isolated 3' 
fragment (lane b ) , and isolated 5* fragment (lane c) were 
analyzed by electrophoresis on a 10-cm gel of 1% agarose at 
80V for 3 h. Lanes d through e: The control RNA (lane d ) , the 
3' fragment (lane e ) , and a mixture of the control and the 3' 
fragment were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 25-cm 0.4%






Fig. 18. Translation activity of the isolated 3' fragment 
from A2-hybridized RNA. Symbol: closed circle, minus RNA 
control; crosses, 3' fragment; open circles, full-length RNA.
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unfractionated digest of the A2-hybridized RNA was also 
examined (Fig. 19). This digest exhibited the same messenger 
activity as the control RNA.
2. A4 and A5 generated 3 1 fragments. 3' fragments 
were similarly prepared from the viral RNA hybridized with A4 
or with A5. Analysis of these 3' fragments on agarose gels 
revealed only one RNA band of each sample (Fig. 20) indicating 
that these fragments were intact. Translation of these 
fragments, in contrast to that of the A2-generated 3' 
fragment, produced incorporations close to the background 
level (Fig. 20 and 21), indicating that removal of sequence 
from the 5-terminus to the A4 or the A5 hybridization region 
totally abolished the messenger activity of the viral RNA.
3. All generated 3* fragment. Translation of the All 
generated 3 1 fragment also showed no messenger activity 
(143,000 cpm 3®S-methionine incorporation compared to 33,000 
cpm of background incorporation and 580,000 cpm for intact 
viral RNA after 45 min incubation). Lane h of Fig. 25, shows 
the translation product of the All generated 3' fragment. 
Therefore, these results agree completely with the 
hybridization-translation results. That is, the beginning 
portion of the 5' UTR, at least to nucleotide 3 38, is not 
essential for translation, but, the sequences at and following 







Fig. 19. Translation activity of the unfractionated RNase H 
digest of A2-hybridized RNA. Symbol: closed circle, minus RNA 
control; crosses, 3' fragment; open circles, full-length RNA.
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Fig. 20. Translation activity of the isolated 3'fragment from 
A4-hybridized RNA. Symbols: closed circle, minus RNA control; 
crosses, 3' fragment; open circles, full-length RNA. The 
insert represents agarose gel electrophoreses patterns of 
full-length RNA (left lane), isolated A4-generated 3' fragment 
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Fig. 21. Translation activity of the isolated 3* fragment 
from A5-hybridized RNA. Symbols: closed circle, minus RNA 
control; crosses, 3' fragment; open circles, full-length RNA.
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III. Examination of competitive effects of RNA fragments 
from the 5' untranslated region on EMCV RNA translation.
The third approach used for evaluating the involvement of 
different sites of the 5' untranslated region in the 
translation of EMCV RNA was examining whether any competitive 
inhibition effect can be observed with short RNA fragments of 
the viral RNA. In these experiments, RNA fragments derived 
from the 5' untranslated region were prepared by RNase H 
digestion of specific cDNA-RNA hybrids, and then the 
translation activity of the full-length, unmodified viral RNA 
was determined in the presence of individual fragments. Three 
such fragments were used in this study : 5'-A2, A2-A7, and A2- 
All, corresponding approximately from the cap structure to 
nucleotide 308, nucleotides 339 to 589, and nucleotides 339 to 
783, respectively.
1. 5 1-A2 fraoment. Fig. 22 shows the translation 
activity of EMCV RNA in the presence of this fragment at 1-,
5-, or 10-fold molar excess ratios. When the translation 
products of EMCV RNA in the presence of the 5'-A2 fragment at 
a 10-fold molar excess ratio were analyzed, the products 
showed the same profile as the control sample (Fig. 23). The 
data indicate that addition of the fragment even at 10-fold 
excess did not affect the messenger activity of EMCV RNA.
2. A2-A11 fragment. In contrast to the results of 
addition of 5'-A2, addition of A2-A11 caused a strong 
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Fig. 22. Translation activity of EMCV RNA in the presence of 
5 1-A2 fragment at 1- (crosses), 5- (squares), or 10- 
(triangles) fold molar excess ratio. Symbols: closed circle, 
minus RNA control; open circles, EMCV RNA.
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Fig. 23. SDS-polyacrylamide gel patterns of the translation 
products from EMCV RNA in the absence (lane b, d, f, and h) or 
presence (lane c, e, g, and i) of 5'-A2 fragment. The lanes 
represent samples withdrawn after 15 (lanes b and c ) , 30 
(lanes d and e ) , 45 (lanes f and g) and 60 min (lane h and i) 
of translation. Lane a indicates translation products without 
RNA.
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gradient fractionation pattern of an RNase H digested sample 
of EMCV RNA hybridized to both A2 and All shows that a small 
absorbance peak around the third and fourth fraction from the 
top and a large absorbance peak near the bottom of the 
gradient were appeared (data not shown). To recover the short 
fragment, ethanol was added to the top fractions 1 through 5.
Each precipitate was dissolved in 10 ul of H 2O, and 1.7 ul of 
the RNA solution was added separately to a EMCV RNA 
translation reaction mixture. Fig. 24 shows the amino acid 
incorporation data after 45 min incubation. It can be seen 
that fractions 3 and 4, which should contain the highest 
concentrations of the fragment among the five fractions tested 
according to their absorbance values, caused strongest 
inhibition on the EMCV RNA translation. On the other hand, 
fractions, 1, 2, and 5, which contain less amount of A2-A11 
fragment showed much less inhibitory effect. This result may 
indicate that fragment A2-A11 carries the signal for 
translational initiation of EMCV RNA, and therefore, the 
presence of this fragment causes a competitive inhibition of 
translation of the full-length viral message.
The EMC RNA translation products in the presence of A2- 
All fragment were analyzed by sodium dodecylsulfate 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Fig. 25, lane b, c, and 
f represent 45 min translation products synthesized from EMCV 
RNA in the presence of fraction 1, 2, and 5 precipitates, 
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Fig. 24. Translation activity of EMCV RNA in the presence of 
A2-A11 fragment. The RNA was translated for 45 min at 5-fold 
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Fig. 25. SDS-polyacrylamide gel patterns of the translation 
products of the EMCV RNA in the presence of A2-A11 fragment. 
All the lanes represent samples withdrawn after 4 5 min of 
translation. Lane a; viral RNA translation products without 
the fragment. Lane b through f; viral RNA translation 
products in the presence of the fragment derived from fraction 
1 (lane b ) , 2 (lane c ) , 3 (lane d ) , 4 (lane e) and 5 (lane f), 
respectively. Lane g; A2-A11 translation products, lane h;
3'-All fragment, and lane i; minus RNA.
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incorporation data in Fig. 24, the products patterns of these 
samples had the same profiles as the control sample (lane a ) .
On the other hand, much lower amounts of the viral proteins 
were produced when EMC RNA was translated in the presence of 
the A2-A11 fragment from fraction 3 (lane d) and fraction 4 
(lane e ) .
In addition to testing the inhibitory effect, A2-A11 
fragment was used to examine another question. EMCV RNA 
sequence data indicate that there are 8 AUG triplets present 
in this fragment, two of which are followed by an open reading 
frame (ORF) of at least 30 codons. Therefore, it was 
interesting to determine whether any of these potential ORFs 
encodes a product. To test this, the fragment was incubated 
with the rabbit reticulocyte lysate translation mixture in the 
presence of 35S-methionine, and the incubation mixture 
analyzed on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. The result is shown in 
lane g of Fig. 25. The protein profiles revealed no product 
of viral-specific proteins (compare lane g with lane i which 
represent background incorporation). Similarly, incubation of 
the fragment in the presence of 3H-leucine did not show any 
product of viral specific proteins (data is not shown).
3. A2-A7 fragment. A decrease in translation
efficiency of EMCV RNA was also observed when the viral RNA 
was translated in the presence of A2-A7. However, as shown by 
the data presented in Table l, the inhibitory effect by the 
A2-A7 fragment appeared to be not as strong as that caused by
7^
the A2-A11 fragment which is described in the previous 
section. For example, at the 45 min time point, the A2-A11 
fragment caused 67% inhibition, whereas A2-A7 showed 53% 
inhibition at the same fragment concentration. Another point 
to be noted is that the degree of inhibition of translation 
decreased as the incubation time increased.
IV. Deletion analysis of the 5* untranslated region.
In order to define more clearly the sequences of the 5' 
untranslated region that are required for translation of the 
viral RNA, two series of sequential deletion mutants were 
constructed. To do this, cDNAs corresponding to the 5* 
portion of the viral RNA were synthesized and cloned. One of 
the cDNA clone (pUSP) was then used for constructing the 
deletion mutants. Results from these experiments together 
with initial in vitro translation studies on mRNAs derived 
from these mutants are presented below.
1. Construction of viral RNA cDNA clones. To synthesize 
the EMCV cDNA containing the sequences of 5* UTR and part of 
the capsid protein coding region, a synthetic 
oligodeoxynucleotide primer was hybridized to the viral 
messages. The primer was extended by using AMV reverse 
transcriptase and the products were analyzed on a 2% alkaline 
agarose gel. Formation of predominantly full-length strand 
cDNA (approximately 3 kb long) was detected (Fig. 26-A).




EMCV RNA EMCV RNA w ith  
A2-A7 f r a a m a n t
In h ib i t io n  (%)
1 5 53,220 6,360 88.05
30 278,500 115,909 58 39
45 532,420 251,790 52.71
60 544,860 372,050 31.72
Table 1. Amino acid incorporation data of EMCV RNA in the 
presence of A2-A7 fragment.
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Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I followed by the addition 
of reverse transcriptase. When the synthetic ds-cDNA was 
analyzed on a 1% low melting point agarose gel, a 
heterogenous, multiple band pattern was observed. cDNA in the 
highest molecular weight band was extracted, tailed with 
oligo(dC), ligated to the oligo dG-tailed, PstI cut pUC 9, and 
used to transform E. coli JM101. Plasmid DNAs were prepared 
from 124 positive colonies and analyzed by restriction enzyme 
digestion of the isolated plasmid DNAs. The size of the 
largest inserts that was detected was approximately 2.6 kb 
long, which indicates that no full-length second strand cDNA 
was synthesized, or was synthesized at a low concentration so 
that it could be selected in 124 colonies examined. However, 
even though a full-length insert was not obtained, a 2.6 kb 
insert is long enough for the study of translation initiation 
mechanism since this cDNA should contain the viral sequences 
immediately downstream of the A2 site.
Results from a restriction enzyme mapping analysis of the 
2.6 kb cDNA are shown in Fig. 26-B. These data indicate that 
the insert covers from approximately 150 bases upstream from 
a Hindlll site in the 5' UTR (nucleotide position 484) (lane 
e) to approximately 200 base downstream of a HincII site in 
the coding region (nucleotide position 2700) (lane d ) . To 
locate precisely the 5' boundary of the insert, the Pstl- 
Hindlll fragment was isolated and sequenced using the 
dideoxynucleotide chain termination method. The sequencing
Fig. 26. Alkaline agarose gel pattern of first strand cDNA 
(A) and restriction digestion pattern of pUSP (B). pUSP was 
digested by PstI (lane c), PstI and HincII (lane d ) , and 
Hindlll (lane e ) . Lane a indicates 1 kb molecular size 
marker and lane b represents undigested pUSP.
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result (Fig. 27) indicates that the 5* end of insert starts at 
nucleotide position 343, which is in close agreement with the 
Pstl/Hindlll digestion pattern shown in lane d of Fig. 26-B.
Thus, the insert extends from nucleotide position 34 3 to 200 
bases downstream of 27 00 nucleotide position of the HincII 
site, and is approximately 2600 nucleotides in length.
2. Subcloninct of the Insert to the Expression vector 
oSP 6 5 . For in vitro mutagenesis experiments, two 5' UTR 
fragments - a Pstl-EcoRV fragment (nucleotide 343 to 
nucleotide 1943) and a Pstl-Ncol fragment (nucleotide 34 3 to 
nucleotide 844) - were subcloned into pSP65 to produce pSSP-PE 
and pSSP-PN, respectively. By subcloning, the Hindlll and 
Kpnl sites of pSSP-PN are available for restriction cleavages 
before Bal 31 digestion, since these are the only Hindlll and 
Kpnl sites existing in the plasmid DNA. Bal 31 digested DNA 
in the 5' UTR sequence of pSSP-PN can then be released by 
Pstl/Ball digestion and inserted into the Pstl/Ball sites of 
pSSP-PE to produce deletion mutants (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 28 shows the results of a restriction enzyme 
digestion analysis of pSSP-PE. The restriction digestion 
patterns verified the sequence and the orientation of the 
insert. Similarly, the sequence and the orientation of the 
insert of pSSP-PN, which was used for constructing 




Fig. 27. Dideoxynucleotide sequence analysis of the 5' end of 
the insert of pUSP. The sequences shown on the side of the 
sequencing gel corresponding to the nucleotides from the 
nucleotide 34 3 to the downstream of EMCV RNA.
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Fig. 28. Restriction digestion pattern of pSSP-PE. Lane a 
represent undigested pSSP-PE, and lane e indicates 1 kb 
molecular size marker. Lane b through d represent digested 
product of pSSP-PE by restriction enzyme, HincII, Hindlll, and 
PstI and Bgll, respectively.
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3, Construction of Deleted Templates. In the 
construction of deletion mutants, conservation of Ball site 
(nucleotide position 837) in pSSP-PN is important since the 
ATG initiation codon is removed when 5* UTR of pSSP-PE is 
replaced with deleted 5' UTR of pSSP-PN. The distance between 
Kpnl and Ball sites is 132 nucleotides long. Therefore, to 
reserve the Ball site the deleted size should be within 135 
bases of either direction of the Kpnl site (at nucleotide 
702). When pSSP-PN was digested with Kpnl followed by 
incubating with Bal 31 digestion for 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 
min to produce sequentially deleted DNA molecules to both 
direction of the Kpnl cleavage site and analyzed on 1% agarose 
gel to determine the size of deletion after PstI digestion, 
the deleted size was found to be within (Fig. 29, 0 to 2 min 
time point) or close to 135 bases (lane h of Fig. 29, 3 min 
time point). The deleted DNAs were ligated, transformed into
E. coli DH 5a cells, and minilysate DNAs were prepared and 
analyzed after Pstl/Bgll digestion of the DNAs. Deleted DNAs 
were then released from plasmids by Pstl/Ball, and inserted 
into Pstl/Ball site of pSSP-PE.
Deletion mutants by Hindlll cut (at nucleotide 483) 
followed by Bal 31 digestion were constructed in the same way 
as those by Kpnl cut followed by Bal 31 digestion.
4. In Vitro Transcription and Translation. To 
investigate the effect of each deletion sequence on the 
translation activity of the downstream coding region, eight
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Fig. 29. Determination of the size of deleted DNA by Bal 31 
nuclease from Kpnl cleavage site. After Bal 31 digestion for 
a different time period, 0 (lane c), 0.5 (lane d ) , 1 (lane e ) ,
1.5 (lane f), 2 (lane g ) , and 3 (lane h) min, each deleted DNA 
was digested with PstI and analyzed on 1% agarose gel. Lane a 
shows the molecular size marker and lane b represents uncut 
pSSP-PN.
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different deletion plasmids were linearized by Ndel 
restriction digestion and the linearized DNAs were transcribed 
by using SP6 polymerase. One-tenth of each transcription 
reaction mixture was analyzed on 1% agarose gel. Formation of 
full-length was observed with all the samples (Fig. 30). One 
of the samples showed the presence of low molecular weight 
bands (lane e) which probably represents incomplete 
transcripts. The same amount of each transcript (based on 
radioactivity measurement) was then translated in the rabbit 
reticulocyte lysate. Figure 31 shows the electrophoretic 
separation patterns of translation products synthesized from 
the synthetic mRNAs.
The results showed that a protein with a molecular weight 
of approximately 42 kD was produced from the mRNA of the 
control DNA clone (pSSP-PE) which contains no deletion in the 
5* UTR sequence (lane b ) . The size of this protein agrees 
with the expected value. The same product was also produced 
with almost the same amount from clone pSSP-PEHO (lane c) 
which may have only a short deletion (less than 25 
nucleotides from either direction of the Hindlll site at 
nucleotide 483).
In contrast, the protein product was not produced from 
clone pSSP-PEHO.5 which had a longer deletion than clone pSSP- 
PEHO. It must be that in this clone, the sequence of the 
postulated ribosome binding site near nucleotide 450 was 
partially or totally deleted, and consequently, no translation
8 b
occurred. Similar to the deletion of clone pSSP-PEHO.5, 
deletion of sequences around the Kpnl site (nucleotide 702) 
eliminated translation activity. This indicates the sequences 
near nucleotide 702 are also involved in the translation 
initiation process. Further experiments are required to 
define the sequence elements in the 5' UTR that are necessary 
for ribosome recognition and binding as well as for other 
events of the initiation process.
m
a b c d e  f g h  i
Fig. 30. Analysis of RNA transcripts from deleted DNA 
templates. One-tenth of each transcription reaction mixture 
was applied on the gel. The RNA bands were visualized by 
autoradiography (5 min exposure time). Lane a represents the 
transcription products from pSSP-PE. Lanes c through j 
represent the transcription products from clones pSSP-PEHO, 
pSSP-PEHO.5, pSSP-PEKO, pSSP-PEK0.5, pSSP-PEKl, pSSP-PEK1.5, 
pSSP-PEK2. and pSSP-PEK3, respectively.
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Fig. 31. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis patterns of 
translation products synthesized from the in vitro 
transcripts. Lanes b through j represent translation products 
from transcripts derived from clones pSSP-PE, pSSP-PEHO, pSSP- 
PEH0.5, pSSP-PEKO, pSSP-PEK0.5, pSSP-PEKl, pSSP-PEK1.5, pSSP- 
PEK2, and pSSP-PEK3, respectively.
DISCUSSION
The hybridization-translation data demonstrated that 
binding of cDNA fragments to the beginning portion of EMCV RNA 
(51 to nucleotide 338) had no detectable effect on 
polyprotein translation, but binding of cDNA fragments to 
sequences at and 3' to nucleotide 450 severely inhibited 
translation. Furthermore, translation of RNase H-derived 
fragments indicated that removal of the first 338 nucleotides 
had no discernible effect on translation activity of the 
coding sequence of the viral RNA, whereas removal of 
nucleotide sequences extending beyond nucleotide 450 virtually 
abolished the messenger activity.
The results are in complete agreement with experimental 
data from other studies. These include the following: (l) A
study by Sangar et a l . (38) on translation of the 3* fragment
by RNase H digestion of oligo(dG)-hybridized foot-and-mouth 
disease virus revealed that the fragment serves as very active 
mRNA in vitro, and it produces the same products as full- 
length virion RNA. (2) Deletion and recombination 
experiments conducted by Parks et a l . (94) with cloned cDNAs
showed that the translational properties of transcribed EMC 
viral mRNAs reside exclusively in the 5' untranslated region 
of the viral genome, specifically in the segment extending 3 ’ 
from (approximately) nucleotide 460 to the AUG codon that 
begins the polyprotein. The 5 ’-most 4 60 nucleotides, the
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intact polyprotein reading frame, and the 3' untranslated 
regions are not necessary for efficient mRNA translation.
(3) To elucidate the manner by which poliovirus RNA is 
translated, Pelletier et al. (142) recently examined the
translational efficiencies of synthetic mRNAs derived from a
series of deletion mutants with deletions which reside in the
5' untranslated region of poliovirus RNA. The results 
identify a functional cis-acting element within the 5' 
untranslated region of the poliovirus RNA which enables it to 
translate in a cap-independent fashion. The major determinant 
of this element is located between nucleotides 320 and 631 of 
the 5 ’ end of the poliovirus RNA. The results also showed 
that this region (nucleotide position 320 to 631), when fused 
to a heterologous mRNA, can function in cis to render the mRNA 
cap independent in translation.
Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the beginning
sequence (about 400 bases) of the EMC viral RNA is not
necessary for translation; however, the region near nucleotide 
450 is important. On the basis of this conclusion, I propose 
that for the initiation of EMC viral RNA translation the 40S 
ribosomal subunits may first bind at a site near or including 
nucleotide 450 and that from this site the subunits migrate 
toward the initiator AUG site where protein synthesis begins.
To support the hypothesis of binding of ribosomes to the 
specific internal site of the viral messages, the competition 
experiments were performed under the assumption that
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translation efficiency of EMC RNA would be decreased as 
increasing the concentration of the fragment containing the 
putative ribosome binding site. Indeed, the presence of the 
A2-A11 or A2-A7 fragment was inhibitory for the translation of 
EMC RNA, but the A2 generated 5* fragment which does not 
contain the putative binding site was not. However, a 
difference in the degree of inhibition of EMC RNA translation 
by A2-A11 and A2-A7 was observed. The results showed that at 
the 45 min time point the A2-A11 fragment caused a 67% 
inhibition, whereas A2-A7 fragment caused inhibition 53%. The 
differences may be explained by the following possibilities.
(1) Due to the low quantities of the fragments, the 
concentration of each fragment was not accurately measured but 
estimated under the assumption that (a) all EMC RNA was 
hybridized with cDNA and the resulting hybrids were completely 
digested by RNase H, and (b) the efficiency of recovery of 
each fragment was the same. Therefore, the actual amount of 
the A2-A7 fragment used may be less than that of A2-A11, which 
in turn resulted in lower inhibition than that caused by A2- 
All. (2) A longer RNA fragment may bind more ribosomes than a 
shorter one does. In the case of BMV RNA 3, it has been shown 
that the 5' UTR is involved in disome formation, whereas only 
one ribosome binds to the 13 base long 5" UTR of BMV RNA 4 
(143). If so, the 445 nucleotide long A2-A11 fragment may 
hold more ribosomes than the 260 nucleotides A2-A7 fragment 
does, thereby showing stronger inhibition of EMC RNA
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translation. The second possibility is more probable than the 
first one, since analysis data indicated that both cDNA 
hybridization and RNase H digestion were nearly complete 
(data is not shown).
Additionally, it should be pointed out that the 
inhibitory effect by A2-A7 fragment appeared to decrease as 
the incubation time increase (88% inhibition at 15 min time 
point to 32% inhibition at 60 min time point). The decreases 
in inhibitory effect by prolonged incubation may be due to the 
nucleolytic degradation. There are reports that antisense 
sequences introduced in intact cells are not stable except in 
a few cases (144-147). Therefore, the reticulocyte lysate may 
contain a particular nuclease which degrades the RNA fragment.
If our internal initiation hypothesis is correct, an 
obvious question is which factors are responsible for ribosome 
recognition and binding? The Shine-Dalgarno sequence is 
thought to act as a ribosome-binding site in procaryotic mRNAs 
(148, 149). This conserved, purine-rich sequence is 
complementary to the 3' end of bacterial 16S rRNA. Since the 
3' end of eucaryotic 18S rRNA also contains a conserved 
sequence (UAGGAAGGGCGU), the sequence may be involved in the 
initiation of translation of some eucaryotic mRNAs. In fact, 
the hypothetical involvement of 18S rRNA in translation 
initiation has already been proposed (150-152). For 
picornavirus RNAs, the possibility of mRNA-rRNA interaction is 
particularly relevant because of the lack of the 5' cap
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structure of the viral RNA. Examination of the EMC viral RNA 
sequence reveals a partial complementarity fGAAGCUUCUUGAAG 
[underscores indicate a potential base pairing]) existing 
between EMC viral nucleotides 483 to 496 and the 3' end of 
rabbit reticulocyte 18S rRNA (150, 151). This limited 
complementarity may not be sufficient for effective ribosome 
binding. However, the possibility of involvement of other 5'
UTR sequences further downstream and the possibility of other 
sequence complementation between the 5* noncoding regions of 
EMC virus and different parts of the 18S rRNA cannot be ruled 
out. with regard to the second possibility, it is interesting 
to note that a recent study showed that poliovirus RNA can 
hybridize (under stringent conditions) to a specific region of 
the IBS rRNA as well as to several regions of 28S rRNA of 
higher eucaryotes (138).
In a study examining the mechanism of cap-independent 
ribosome binding, Baglioni et a l . (153) showed that EMCV
templates compete for available initiation factors with host 
template. By measuring the relative affinity of globin mRNA 
and EMCV RNA for eIF-4B, they found that the viral RNA has a 
greater affinity for this initiation factor than globin mRNA.
In addition, another study showed EMCV RNA not only out- 
competes the host mRNA (globin mRNA) but also out-competes 
other capped viral RNAs, such as vesicular stomatitis virus 
(VSV) mRNAs (153). This high affinity for eIF-4B could 
explain the fast rate of initiation of EMCV. Since eIF-4B is
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involved in the binding of mRNAs to the 4OS ribosomal subunit, 
it is possible that the high affinity of EMC viral messages 
for eIF-4B directly contributes to ribosome binding at the 
proposed ribosome binding (entrance) site near nucleotide 
450.
The studies presented here provide new insight into the 
mechanisms of translation of EMC viral RNA and suggest 
avenues for future experimentation. In light of the high 
translational efficiency of this particular mRNA, I hope that 
clarification of the translational mechanism may serve as a 
model for other experimental systems.
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broth plate broth plate
Bacto-trypton 10 10 16 16
Bacto-yeast extract 5 5 10 10









* soc medium is identical to SOB medium but contains 
20 mM glucose in addition
C. Solutions for minilysate DNA preparations
1. Solution I
suspend dry lysozyme (store at -20°C) to 5 mg/ml in 
2 5 mM Tris-ci, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM D-Glucose
2. Solution II
0.2N NaOH (from 2N NaOH) and 1% SDS (from 10% SDS)
3. solution III (for 1 liter)
5M KAc 600ml, glacial HAc 115ml, and ddH20 285ml
RF 1
Ingredients Amount/L Final con.
RbCl 12 g 100 mM
MnCl2 .4H20 9.9 g 50 mM
KAc (pH 7.5) 3 0 ml of 1 M stock 30 mM
CaCl2 .2H2o 1.5 g 10 mM
Glycerol 150 g 15 % (W/V)
Adjust the pH to 5.8 with 0.2 M acetic acid. 




Ingredients Amount/L Final con.
MOPS (pH 6.8) 20ml of 0.5 M stock 10 mM
RbCl 1.2 g 10 mM
CaCl2 .2H20 11 g 75 mM
Glycerol 150 g 15 % (W/V)
F. T4 DNA polymerase repairing buffer
Ingredients Stock s ol’n Working sol'n
Tris-Cl (pH 7.5) 200 mM 20 mM
Mgci2 100 mM 10 mM
DTT 10 mM 1 mM
dATP 0.5 mM 100 uM
dCTP 0.5 mM 100 UM
dGTP 0.5 mM 100 uM
dTTP 0.5 mM 100 UM
Bal 31 nuclease buffer
Ingredients Stock sol'n Working sol'n
Tris-Cl (pH 8 •1) 100 M 20 mM
MgCl2 60 M 12 mM
CaCl2 60 M 12 mM
NaCl 1 M 200 mM
EDTA 5 mM 1 mM
Nuclease SI buffer
Ingredients Stock sol'n Working sol'n
NaAc 0.3 M 30 mM
NaCl 0.5 M 50 mM
ZnAc 10 mM 1 mM
Glycerol 5 % (v/v) 0.5 % (v/v)
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Appendix 2. Preparation of competent E. coli JM 101 cells
1. inoculate JM 101 cells into 2x YT (50 ml) media
2. grow overnight at 37°c with shaking at 2 50 rpm
3. inoculate 5 ml fresh overnight culture into 500 ml lx 
YT media and grow at 37°C until As50=0.25-0.3
4. chill cells on ice for 15 min and centrifuge at 6200 
rpm for 8 min in GSA rotor
5. pour off supernatant, add 50 ml cold 0.1 M CaCl2 to 
each bottle, and gently resuspend pellet by swirling 
and washing pellets with pipette
6. combine in one bottle, incubate on ice for 20 min, 
and spin it down at 6200 rpm for 8 min
7. discard supernatant and gently resuspend pellet in 20 
ml cold 0.1 M CaCl2
8. add 9 ml cold 80 % glycerol, mixed well, and 
distribute 1.3 ml to each microfuge tube
Appendix 3. Preparation of competent E. coli DH 5a cells
1. pick DH 5a cells off a freshly streaked SOB agar 
plate and inoculate into 1 liter flask containing 
100 ml SOB
2. shake at 37°c in 270 rpm until A 650 reaches 0.45-0.55
3. collect cells into 40 ml polypropylene tube (SS 34), 
chill on ice 10-15 min, and pellet cells by spinning 
at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C
4. remove supernatant, resuspend the cell pellet by 
moderate vortexing in a 13 ml of RF 1, and hold on 
ice for 15-120 min
5. spin at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4°c
6. remove supernatant, resuspend in 3.2 ml of RF 2, hold 
on ice for 15 min
7. distribute 200 ul to each microfuge tube, freeze 
quickly, and keep in -70°c
Appendix 4. Transformation protocol of pUC 9 to E. coli JM 
101 cells
1. thaw competent JM 101 cells on ice-water for 10 min, 
mix gently, distribute 0.2 ml cells to a chilled 5 ml 
disposable tube
2. add plasmid DNA to 0.2 ml cells, mix gently, and 
incubate for 30 min on ice-water
3. heat-shock at 37°C water bath for 1.5 min
4. add 0.8 ml 37°C 2x YT media and grow for 1 hour at 
37°c with shaking at 2 50 rpm
5. plate 0.2 ml onto each lx YT-X-Gal-IPTG-Amp plate and 
incubate overnight at 37°C incubator
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Appendix 5. Transformation protocol of pSP65 to E. coli DH 5a
1. thaw competent DH 5a cells on ice-water for 10 min, 
mix gently, and distribute 20 ul cells to each tube
2. add 1-3 ul ligates (not over 10 ng) to 20 ul cells,
mix gently, incubate for 30 min on ice-water
3. heat-shock for 40 sec at 42°C
4. add 80 ul of lx SOC media and grow for 1 hour at 37°c
with shaking at 250 rpm
5. plate 100 ul onto LB-Amp plate and incubate overnight 
at 37°c incubator
Appendix 6. Protocol of plasmid minilysate DNA preparation
Grow cells overnight in 2 ml media
4, 0.5 ml culture— keep at -70°C in 15% glycerol
Transfer 1.3 ml culture into eppendorf tube 
[ spin 1 min at r.t.
4- aspirate supernatant 
Cell pellet
add 100 ul sol'n I, vortex until cells are 
resuspended, stand 5 min at r.t.
add 200 ul sol'n II, mix by inversion, and hold for
5 min on ice
add 150 ul sol'n III, mix by inversion, and hold for 
5 min on ice 
4- spin 5 min
Transfer 350 ul clear supernatant to fresh tube
I add 350 ul phenol/CHCl3 , vortex 2 min, and spin 3
X min
Transfer aqueous phase to a fresh tube
j add 0.7 ml r.t. EtOH, mix, stand 2 min at r.t.
X spin 2 min, and aspirate supernatant completely 
DNA pellet
add 100 ul 0.3 M NaAc pH 5.5, vortex 1 min
add 250 ul EtOH, mix, stand 2 min
spin 2 min, aspirate supernatant 
wash pellet with 1 ml 70% EtOH by 1 min spin 
>- aspirate supernatant
DNA
XDry and dissolve in 50 ul lxTE
Appendix 7. Modified Promega protocol for rapid isolation of 
pLasmid DNA
Grow cells overnight in 250 ml of selective medium 
4 spin at 5000 rpm for 15 min at 4°c 
Cell pellet
add 6 ml sol'n I, resuspend, hold for 20 min on ice 
add 12 ml sol'n II, mix by inversion, hold for 20 
4 min on ice
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add 7.5 ml sol'n III, mix by inversion, hold for 20 
min on ice 
4/ spin for 15 min at 15k rpm 
Transfer clear supernatant to fresh tube 
add 50 ul RNase A (1 mg/ml) 
incubate for 20 min at 37°c 
extract once with phenol/CHCl3 
Transfer aqueous layer to fresh tube
precipitate DNA with 2 vol of EtOH 
dry under vacuum 
dissolve pellet in 1.6 ml H20 
add 0.32 ml of 5 M NaCl, mix
add 2 ml of 13% PEG (M.w. 6,000-8,000), mix 
incubate on ice-water for 60 min 
spin for 10 min at 10k rpm 
4- remove supernatant 
DNA pellet
I wash pellet with 70% EtOH 
Dry and dissolve in lxTE
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